3D HD versus 2D HD: surgical task efficiency in standardised phantom tasks.
Common video systems for laparoscopy provide the surgeon a two-dimensional image (2D), where information on spatial depth can be derived only from secondary spatial depth cues and experience. Although the advantage of stereoscopy for surgical task efficiency has been clearly shown, several attempts to introduce three-dimensional (3D) video systems into clinical routine have failed. The aim of this study is to evaluate users' performances in standardised surgical phantom model tasks using 3D HD visualisation compared with 2D HD regarding precision and working speed. This comparative study uses a 3D HD video system consisting of a dual-channel laparoscope, a stereoscopic camera, a camera controller with two separate outputs and a wavelength multiplex stereoscopic monitor. Each of 20 medical students and 10 laparoscopically experienced surgeons (more than 100 laparoscopic cholecystectomies each) pre-selected in a stereo vision test were asked to perform one task to familiarise themselves with the system and subsequently a set of five standardised tasks encountered in typical surgical procedures. The tasks were performed under either 3D or 2D conditions at random choice and subsequently repeated under the other vision condition. Predefined errors were counted, and time needed was measured. In four of the five tasks the study participants made fewer mistakes in 3D than in 2D vision. In four of the tasks they needed significantly more time in the 2D mode. Both the student group and the surgeon group showed similarly improved performance, while the surgeon group additionally saved more time on difficult tasks. This study shows that 3D HD using a state-of-the-art 3D monitor permits superior task efficiency, even as compared with the latest 2D HD video systems.